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Compared to best published results, WikiWord 
improves accuracy by 5% for video + subtitle 
category,  5% for subtitle, 15% for DVS and 6% 
higher for scripts.

Source of bias
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WikiWords is simple – it selects the answer closest to the question in word2vec
space. It does not use any movie context in the form of clips or subtitles. Importantly, it
uses word2vec trained on Wikipedia movie plots (movie summaries).

Mechanical Turkers generated QA pairs by looking at Wikipedia plots, ignoring
other sources of information like videos and subtitles. Pairs of questions and the
correct answer tend to contain common keywords from these movie plots. This
suggests that their WikiWord embeddings will tend to lie near each other. In the
given example, the words ”Forrest” and “Chinese” lie close to ”Ping Pong” in
WikiWord embeddings.

Q. Who makes Indy return the crucifix 
after escaping from the grave robbers?

A1. Coronado
A2. No one, he keeps it
A3. The local sheriff
A4. The Boy Scout troop
A5. The grave robbers

PlotSubtitle   

MovieQA task: given a question, 5 answer choices, and a movie context (encoded with
videos, scripts, and subtitles), select the correct answer.
Prior works: Use deep networks to incorporate information from videos and subtitles to do
this task, but fail to utilize them.
Our approach: Much simpler model that achieves state of the art performance, without
using any video or subtitle context. We attribute this to linguistic bias in the data.

Results for best model on the
leaderboard with available code [1]

WikiWord naturally allows us to find the subset of the dataset which is unbiased.
We consider the QA’s which WikiWord is unable to answer as unbiased. We show
QA only models perform chance level on this split, indicating need for information
from videos and subtitles. Also, our experiments on TVQA dataset shows the data
used for training word embedding doesn’t have any impact, indicating it is free
from such bias.

Using a generic word2vec, like the one trained on Google news, results in chance
level accuracy. Default MovieQA word2vec trained on a huge pool of movie plots
gives intermediate accuracy. Our WikiWord embedding, trained on a subset of
movie plots (which are part of the MovieQA dataset), performs best.

WikiWords

Google News WikiWord

Less and concise is better!

t-SNE visualization of words from 6 different movies (each movie corresponds to a
different color). WikiWord embedding has separate clusters for each movie, hence
it preserves movie semantics, while Google News loses movie semantics.

Training WikiWord’s word2vec with additional plots
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